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BRIDGING THE DIVIDES BETWEEN MARKETING AND DESIGN

Momentum , a new program from AMA Pittsburgh, is a response
to companies seeking to hire “unicorns” or professionals who
carry both marketing and design talents.
It’s all in the job description: companies are looking for talent that
has and continues to grow high-quality skills in both marketing
and design disciplines.

Momentum was created to quickly and affordably give both
designers and marketers the practical, marketable, and actionable
skills they need to compete within a short but transformative
cohort learning experience.
The creative industries are blazing new paths every day. You’ve got
to stay ahead of the curve. Gain Momentum by preparing for
what’s coming tomorrow.
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CURRICULUM: MARKETING TRACK (FOR DESIGN PROFESSIONALS)
Curriculum (intro-to-advanced lessons)
•Hour One: Fundamental Marketing Principles
•Hour Two: Digital Advertising
•Hour Three: Story and Content Marketing
Intermediate: Digital Strategy
• Hour One: Brand Strategy
• Hour Two: Content Strategy
• Hour Three: Social Media Advertising + the National
Institute for Social Media
Advanced: Data-Driven Practices and Principles
• Hour One: Data Analytics & Analysis
• Hour Two: SEO SEM, PPC Design
• Hour Three: Website Optimization and
Content Management Systems
Practicum Experience
• 3-hour experience
• Work with a Pittsburgh-based non-profit org.
• Program completion celebration
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CURRICULUM: DESIGN TRACK (FOR MARKETING PROFESSIONALS)
Intro: Design Foundations:
• Hour One: 2D and 3D basics
• Hour Two: Typography
• Hour Three: Adobe Creative Cloud Introduction
Intermediate: Creative Exploration
• Hour One: Human-Centered Design
• Hour Two: Design Methodologies
• Hour Three: Advertising Design
Advanced:
• Hour One: User Experience Design
• Hour Two: Design Thinking
• Hour Three: Usability and the Web
Practicum Experience
• 3-hour experience
• Work with a Pittsburgh-based non-profit organization
• Program completion celebration
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INSTRUCTION DETAILS
Format
Hybridized: in-person instruction, recorded and live-streamed via Zoom
for those unable to attend in-person.
Schedule
Both tracks operate simultaneously in the same venue during the
following dates and times. Participants are encouraged to network after
each session.
• Session 1: Saturday, June 4, 9 am to 12 pm.
• Session 2: Saturday, June 11: 9 am to 12 pm.
• Session 3: Saturday, June 18: 9 am to 12 pm.
• Session 4: Saturday, June 25: 9 am to 12 pm.
All participants who complete the program will receive
a Badge Credential and Certificate of Completion from
AMA Pittsburgh and the host institution.

INSTRUCTORS – MARKETING TRACK
A Membership Full of Mentors
For AMA Pittsburgh, 2022 represents a year full of opportunities to grow Pittsburgh’s marketing knowledge.
Our 120+ members represent all different paths of the marketing spectrum.

Featuring instructors from the following organizations:
• University of Pittsburgh, Katz Graduate School of Business
• Carmeuse USA
• Schell Games
• Pipitone Group
• Emily Bezak Writes
• The Machine

MORE INSTRUCTORS
FOR THE MARKETING
TRACK WILL BE
ANNOUNCED SOON
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INSTRUCTORS – DESIGN TRACK
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A Membership Full of Mentors
For AMA Pittsburgh, 2022 represents a year full of opportunities to grow Pittsburgh’s marketing knowledge.
Our 120+ members represent all different paths of the marketing spectrum.

Featuring instructors from the following organizations:
• University of Pittsburgh, Katz Graduate School of Business
• Community College of Allegheny County
• PA Cyber
• Lincoln Learning Solutions
• Carnegie Mellon University
• Nogin

MORE INSTRUCTORS
FOR THE MARKETING
TRACK WILL BE
ANNOUNCED SOON

POTENTIAL PRICING
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Accessible pricing for marketing and design professionals

AMA MEMBER

NON-MEMBER

$300

$400

MOMENTUM +
AMA MEMBERSHIP

$550

MOMENTUM +
GROUP AMA
MEMBERSHIP

SCHOLARSHIP

$419

$300

Existing AMA members will

Join Momentum as a non-

Purchase your program and

Purchase your program and

Scholarships are available for

benefit from the membership

member only.

membership at the same time.

membership at the same time

those who may have financial

and save on both with special

needs.

discount.

our group rates.

$150

STUDENT MEMBER

Want to complete both tracks?

Existing AMA members will benefit

Complete one track, get a discount to complete the second.

from the membership discount.
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PARTNER WITH US
• Hosting an AMA Momentum program on your campus, corporate
offices, or co-working spaces brings new visitors and new
engagement to your doorstep.
• Every aspect of the AMA Momentum model can be custom-fit for
your organization or stakeholders. Looking to recruit graduate

• Feature your organization on the Certificate of Completion,
given to participants who finish the program.
• Extend your partnership to sponsor new or additional existing
programming like the upcoming AMA Mentorship program.

ENROLL

program to fit your goals.

PARTNERSHIP IDEAS

Fi internet connectivity, parking, beverage options, and anything else
you want to bring to the table.

DISCOVER

on-site learning space(s) like conference rooms and classrooms, Wi-

AMA Momentum participants may be the talent you need in your MBA, MFA, or MS
Programs. Consider using this program to introduce your program and cut down the path
to enrollment. Pair with unique incentives to create and sustain a new enrollment pipeline.

AMA Momentum participants have the qualities you look for in recruiting unique talent with
a dedication to self-improvement and lifelong learning. Transform your organization by
having direct access to our programs and scout for the talent you need.

• Terms for Partnership: AMA Momentum partnerships are flexible.
General expectations for hosting AMA Momentum include providing

HIGHER ED

MARKETING AND DESIGN ROLES

HIRE

students or new talent for your company? We can design the

NEW TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES AND TRENDS
Discover the new technologies and trends that are transforming marketing across all
industries. Network with new people, capture new thinking and pespectives, and create
connections that change careers
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THANK YOU
ABOUT US
The Pittsburgh Chapter of the American Marketing Association connects
marketing professionals in the Pittsburgh region, providing professional
development & networking opportunities. AMA Pittsburgh’s mission is
to support the professional growth of marketers and foster a
community of thought-leaders, which we accomplish through a variety
of high-quality programming events.

OUR PARTNERS

Learn more at AMAPittsburgh.org.

